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Summary
A tip vortex interaction model that was or/ginally developed for compressors has been
extended and adapted for use with counterrotating open rotors. This report documents the
analytical modeling, model evaluation with 1/mired experimental data, and certain key para-
metric studies pertaining to the tip vortex as a noise-source mechan/sm for the unsteady
loading noise of counterrotating propfan propulsors. The existing, simple, basic model can be
extended toward establishing a more sophisticated, complete model in the future. Particularly,
the empirical constants used in the model can be further modified and improved once detailed
tip vortex aerodynamics and acoustic data become available through controlled experimental
studies.
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1.0 Introduction
In recent times, the high speed swept-propfan concept has attracted considerable attention
from the aircraft industry (Reference 1). This is due to the higher propulsion efficiencies and
a correspondingly lower sfc (specific fuel consumption) at high cruise Mach numbers (typically
M _ _ 0.8), compared to the modern high bypass turbofan engines. Application of two counter-
rotating, swept propellers to extract the swirl energy that would be lost in the case of a single
propeller is expected to yield even higher levels of propulsion efficiency. The development of
acoustic technology to understand the noise characteristics of this new propulsion concept is
an important aspect in the design phase; hence GEAE (GE Aircraft Engines), in cooperation
with NASA, has undertaken an extensive scale model program to investigate the influence of
various geometric and aerodynamic parameters on the performance and noise characteristics
of swept, counten'otating propellers.
1.1 Statement of the Problem and Method of Approach
The acoustic signature of a counterrotating propeller is rich in tonal content which can be
ascribed to various noise-generating mechanisms at work. The analytical modeling of these
mechanisms will enable a better physical understanding which, in turn, will help in evolving a
methodology, for low noise designs. The principal noise mechanisms associated with the tonal
spectrum of a counterrotating propeller are:
• Steady loading and thickness noise of each rotor
• Unsteady loading noise generated by the aft rotor due to an interaction with the
wake shed bv the forward rotor
• Unsteady loading noise generated by the aft rotor due to an interaction with the
tip vortex of the forward rotor
• Unsteady loading noise (generated by either rotor) due to the presence of a rotat-
ing potential field of the other rotor.
This report documents work performed on the analytical modeling of the unsteady loading
noise due to the tip vortex interaction. The physical process involved in the generation of the
tip vortex of these propulsors is similar to that of fixed wings; that is, a static pressure differen-
tial between the pressure and suction sides of the airfoil in the tip region of the wing results in
a flow from the pressure to the suction side, which ultimately rolls up into a tip vortex. This
physical process can be explained using finite wing theory; that is, the effect of a reduction in
the wingspan from infinity to a finite length may be viewed as the effect of a removal of tip
vortices extending indefinitely in the direction of the span and a replacement of these vortices
by trailing vortices connected at the downstream ends by starting vortices (Reference 2).
The analytical modeling of the upwash field (g'ust) created by the tip vortex of the'forward
propulsor at the leading edge (or one-fourth chord) of the aft propulsor is based on an
approach previ_msly implemented for fan tone noise _References 3 and 4). This approach
consistsof modelingthetip vortexasafreevortex (that is,r = constant, V0ot l/r) with a forced
vortex core (that is, within the core, V0ot r), the strength, size, and streamwise development of
which are empirically modeled. The gust field of the tip vortex at the aft rotor determines the
unsteady lift response of the aft rotor blade and, hence, the additional unsteady loading noise
due to the tip vortex.
1.2 Literature Survey
A survey of e,'dsting literature on tip vortices of open-tipped wings (for instance, fixed
wings, helicopter rotors) was conducted to aid in understanding the characteristics of such tip
vortices (namely, size, strength, trajectory, and decay rate), so that certain empirical relation-
ships could be developed for application to the tip vortex model for an unducted rotor. Unfor-
tunately, very little information could be found in the open literature on tip vortices of highly
swept propfans. The literature survey was conducted with the objective of finding experimental
information about the following:
• Tip vortex trajectory,
• Tip vortex strength such as, circulation or (V0)max and size of the core
• Growth/decay of tip vortex with streamwise distance.
Experimental information on the tip vortex trajectory contained in References 5 and 6
relates to helicopter rotors in hover mode. The experimental data was essentially the spanwise
coordinate of the tip vortex at different axial stations. The rotors were typical helicopter rotors
with large aspect ratio (4.5 _<AR _< 18) and low hub/tip ratio (HTR --0.1).
Wind tunnel measurements of a tip vortex shed from a fixed wing at low subsonic speeds
(from References 7 and 8) provided the information for developing empirical relationships
for the size and strength of the tip vortex. The experimental information on the streamwise
development of the tip vortex contained in Reference 8 was used to model the growth/decay
of the tip vortex with streamwise distance.
2.0 Counterrotating Blade Tip Vortex Model
This section briefly describes the aerodynamic model developed for predicting the gust
field at the aft rotor due to the tip vortex of the forward rotor. This data is used to evaluate the
fluctuating lift and the associated unsteady loading or interaction noise of the counter-rotating
propellers. The quasi-3D (quasi-three-dimensional) aerodynamic model of the forward rotor
exit flow field employs a streamline-by-streamLine approach (References 3 and 4 provide a
detailed description). The velocity field induced by the tip vortex of the forward rotor at the
aft rotor is computed first for a coordinate system rotating with the forward rotor. A coordinate
transformation of this velocity field relative to the aft rotor is performed; this yields the upwash
velocity perturbations from the freestream value for the aft rotor. The upwash velocity, pertur-
bations exhibit a periodicity coinciding with that of the forward rotor. Fourier analysis of the
upwash waveform yields the upwash gust harmonics distribution. The twist of the forward rotor
blade from hub to tip causes a time/phase lag between the flow field from the hub and tip
regions impinging on the aft rotor blade. This spanwise distortion and clocking of the rotor
wake/vortex "sheet" as it convects downstream results in a spanwise phase variation of the
wake/vortex field. The analysis for predicting this phase lag due to the twist of the rotor blades
was developed under a previous GE IR&D (Independent Research and Development) project
and is described in Reference 3. The spanwise distribution of the gust harmonics, along with
the above-described aerodynamic phase, gives a complete description of the gust field imping-
ing on the aft rotor.
Computation of the fluctuating lift force on the aft rotor due to the upwash gust is per-
formed next by using the classical (incompressible) unsteady lift response theory, of Sears
(Reference 9), modified to take compressibility effects into account according to a procedure
developed by Amiet (Reference 10). The fluctuating lift force forms the right-hand side of the.
wave equation, whose formulation and method of solution are beyond the scope of this report.
Developed under a GE IR&D project, the acoustic model used in this report is formulated in
the frequency domain and computes the tone noise generated by the steady loading and
thickness sources of the rotor rows, together with the tone noise resulting from the unsteady
loading due to fluctuating lift forces. The fundamental formulation of the model can be found
in Reference 11. Subsection 2.1 briefly describes the tip vortex model development, and Sub-
section 2.2 describes the procedure followed in establishing certain empirical relationships
associated with the tip vortex model.
2.1 Mathematical Description
The tip vortex model has evolved from a similar model for computing secondary, flow
vortices (in and behind a ducted rotor blade passage) which are dominated by the tip clearance
leakage flow (References 12 and 13). The tip vortex model assumes the existence of a core
that contains all of the shed vorticity, so that the motion outside is irrotational. Figure 1 is a
sketch of the radial variation of tangential velocity (V0) induced by the tip vortex and the associ-
ated circulation of the vortex. Obviously, even at large distances from the vortex center, suffi-
ciently large swirl velocities exist, in terms of V0/(V0)mzLx. It should be noted that the current
tip vortex model doesnot include an effect of an axial velocity component of the tip vortex;
however, this will be included in future work, as detailed data become available.
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Figure 1. The Combined Forced (Within the Core) and
Free (Outside the Core) Vortex Model for the
Tip Vortex.
In the case of the ducted fan rotor, the
tip vortex model superimposes a row of
combined forced/free vortices and an image
row on the opposite side of the annulus wall
to enforce the zero normal velocity at the
wall. Figure 2 depicts a sketch of unwrapped
annulus with both the tip vortices and the
image vortices. The vortices are located at a
periodic tangential spacing that is equal to
the blade spacing. The spanwise and the tan-
gential ( + y and + x directions, respectively)
velocities outside the tip vortex core were
determined by using an extension of Lamb's
solution (Reference 14) for the induced t'Iow
field about two infinite rows of vortices of
finite radius, as modeled (Fimare 2). The
resulting expressions for the induced veloc-
ities outside the domain Rt (tip radius) are
written as follows.
For the tangential velocity Wt
F
vtx
W -
t 2 S I sinh Mcosh M - cos p
sinh N |
cosh N - cos p ]
(I)
and for the radial velocity Wr
r [W - vtx sin p . sin pr 2 S cosh M - cos p cosh N - cos p
where
2n
M = (y - b - _)
S
] (2)
(3)
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2/I
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r
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Figure 2. Nature of the Tip Vortex Flow Model for a Ducted Rotor.
The parameters "x" and "v" are coordinates of the unwrapped annulus (the annulus is
unrolled). It can be seen that at y = 0 (that is, at the annulus wall), Equation 1 reduces to:
F
Wt I y = 0 - VtXs
and Equation 2 reduces to:
_ I = 0
r I y:O
stnh (br+ _) ]cosh (b * r) - cos p
(6)
(73
For a given value of (br + ,), as v increases, sinh M -. sinh N and cosh M --. cosh N. and
the expressions for tangential and radial velocities created due to the tip vortex approach zero
(Equations 1 and 2); thus, implying that as one approaches the hub wall, the tangential and
radial velocities created due to the tip vortex vanish, which is physically realistic.
The region within the domain Rt behaves as a forced vortex (like a solid body of revolu-
tion); the domain Rt is given by:
(8)
(x - bt)2 + (v - b - r') 2 <-_ a
2
- [-
where 'a" is the radius (}t the vortex c(}re.
The angular velocity of the tip vortex can be related to the circulation of the tip vortex by:
r (9)
vtx
2
2 _ a
For a point P(x,y) within the domain Rt, the tangential component of the velocity induced
by the tip vortex is given by:
W = - wr sin
t
and the radial component by
where
= wr cos
r
and
r -" )2 + (y . b - I 1/2I) 2
_t
(x - b r
I[ y ° bX I]
-
= tan . bt
(10)
(I1)
Equations 1 through 11 specify the induced velocity, field in a radial plane behind the blade
trailing edge due to the presence of the tip vortex.
For the unducted fan, the annulus wall does not exist. This is mathematicallv modeled bv
increasing the value of the tip clearance to a large value, so that the effect of the image vortex
is made negligible. Figure 3 compares the gust spectra at three spanwise locations for increas-
ing values of tip clearance. The nondimensional tip clearance shown in Figure 2 is tip clearance
divided by the forward rotor chord at the tip. Typical values oft for ducted fan rotors are =0.01.
It is seen that when _ is increased by a factor of 1000, the solution has converged so that even
an increase in -rdoes not alter the results. For the sake of completeness, gust harmonic spectra
for the case of no tip vortex (that is, wake alone) are also presented (Figure 3).
Although the tip vortex is seen to have considerable irff!uence on the gust harmonic spectra
at the tip streamline and at the streamline which is 89% of the span from hub; the ,,,gust harmonic
spectra at the hub are not affected bv the tip vortex..Also note that the gust spectral levels with-
out the tip vortex (that is, wake alone) in the tip region are much lower in amplitude, compared
to the hub region. This is because the smaller spacing and larger chord at the hub yield smaller
values of streamwise distance/chord ratio which, in turn, makes the wakes stronger at the hub
(compared to the tip).
.The gust spectra (with the tip vortex) at the tip streamline and the streamline 89% of the
span from hub demonstrate a different character. Based on the tip vortex trajectory, model,
the _q9% streamline is very close to the region of impact of tip vortex on the aft rotor. (This
aspect will be discussed further in Subsections 2.2 and 3.15). The gust spectral levels at the
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89% streamline are seen to be higher than for the tip streamline. The gust harmonic falloff for
increasing values of the gust harmonic "q" is also lower for the 89% streamline (compared to
the tip streamline), indicating a sharp profile for the gust waveform near the point of impact
of the tip vortex. .,
2.2 Empirical Relationships
As discussed in Subsection 2.1, computation of the flow field created due to the tip vortex
can be performed if one knows both the:
• Circulation of tip vortex at the axial station of interest (rvtx)
• Radial and tangential coordinates of the tip vortex (br and bt).
The experimental data reported in Reference 8 contained information on the variation of
(VF0)max and radius of the vortex core of a uniform NACA-0012 airfoil (with an aspect ratio
of 6), set at an angle-of-attack of 7.5 °, at two freestream velocities, 70- and 100-f-ps (feet per
second). Vortex measurements were made with a yawhead pressure probe from 10 to 30 chord
tengths downstream of the trailing edge. The experimental data chosen from Reference 7 were
obtained on a NACA-0012 airfoil of an aspect ratio of 6 at a ffeestream velocity of 110-fps.
The variation of tip vortex radius with angle-of-attack was measured at approximately six chord
lengths downstream of the trailing edge using a vortici W meter. The applicabiliw of the data
(based on the wing configuration) to the significantly swept UDF,N* blade geometry, should
be verified once experimental tip vortex data can be obtained from these UDF,_ blade
configurations.
Empirical corrections for (V0)ma,W(V = MCL and a¢(c v'CL) were developed by employing
a linear rational function of the .type (Reference 3):
dx ÷ e (12)
Ix ",- 1
where d, e, and f are empirically determined constants, and v could be (V0)ma:_,(V _ vCL) or
a/(c vCL), and x = s/c.
Constants d, e, and f in Equation 12 were determined through an iteration scheme aimed
at minimizing the standard deviation (Reference 3 provides more details). The following cor-
relations yielded minimum standard deviation:
(V0)max 0.026 (s/c) + 0.5586
- 0.0504 (s/c) + 1.0
- Y(s/c)
(13)
" (,'DF _, is ,l r_:'¢istered trademark ()fthe ()et_c'rcll Electric Company, (_'S.-t.
where: OF IlK)OR QUALITY
(V0)max = maximum tangential velocity of the tip vortex
Voo
= freestream velocity
CL = local section lift coefficient
= streamwise distance
c = chord
and
a 0.01584 Cs/c) + 0.0014 _ Z(s/c) (14)
c-'_L - 0.184 (s/c) * 1.0
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate these correlations, along with the data for:
(VO)rnax and a
V'z,,i'C--L _ '
respectively. The empirical corrections provided in Equations 13 and 14 can be improved bv
adjusting the constants d, e, and f when more detailed experimental data for the UDF_ blades
become available.
By definition, the circulation of the tip vortex is:
2_
(F)vtx : fO (Vo) a dOO= max
27t
@=
Z s/c) d@
= 2,-t (VO) a
max
Figure 6 shows the correlations given by Equauons 13 and 14 and the computed circulation
(Equation 15), along with the data. It is seen that the maximum tangential velocity decreases
with s/c; whereas, the radius of the vortex core increases with s/c, and the tip vortex circulation
initially rises and then shows almost no decay over 10 to 30 chord lengths. The absence of a
decay in the circulation of the tip vortex noted in the above set of data has been confirmed on
full-scale aircraft tip vortex measurements for Lip to 1.()()() chord lengths downstream of tile
aircraft (Reference 15). The lincar-rati()nal-functi(in correlations employed for (V_)huax and
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radius of the vortex core simulate this behavior of the tip vortex very well. Certain limiting
forms of (r)v_ are examined next. For example:
(16)
At (s/c) = 0 (F)vt x = 2_ VQ,c CL (0.5586 x 0.0014)
or
(r)
vtx
2;'t V c
n_
= 0.000782
For large values of s/c:
12 (F)vtx ] = (--lim Vo, c CLJ(s/c) -' _ rt T:oso47 \ o. s4 /
= 0.040994
(17)
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Representative Correlation and Data for the Streamwise Variation of Normalized (VO)max, Radius,
and Circulation of the Tip Vortex.
Hence, for large values of s/c, the circulation of the vortex reaches an asymptotic value
which is higher than the value at the trailing edge. The initial rise in tip vortex circulation (as
indicated by these correlations) may be viewed as a result of the initial roll-up of the shed span-
wise vorticitv into a well-deft.ned tip vortex. Thus. the correlations seem to represent some of
the physical features exhibited by _hewing tip v()r_iccs. [/nfl_rtunatetv however, fl_r the [DF a'
tl
configurations, the range of the s/c value (that is, spacing between the forward and aft rotors)
is less than 5.0; within this range, there is a lack of data, as evidenced by Figures 4 through 6.
Flow-field visualization studies conducted on helicopter rotors (Reference 5) show that
the shed tip vortices for rotating blade rows diffuse within one to two revolutions, and the dis-
tinction of the tip vortices is lost. However, no quantkative information exists regarding the
circulation of (Vo)max or radius of such rotating tip vortices for use in modeling the decay of
rotating tip vortices. The more rapid decay of rotating tip vortices (compared to translating tip
vortices) may be due to the relatively larger turbulence and more efficient mixing processes
prevalent in the near field of a rotating blade row, compared to a wing in translation wherein
the decay could be due predominantly to viscous dissipation. In the absence ofapplicable infor-
mation regarding the decay of the tip vortex for an unducted rotor, different power law decay
rates are proposed for the current model:
(18)
(r)
vtx (I + s/c) q
Figure 7 demonstrates streamwise variations of normalized tip vortex circulation for three
decay rates (that is, "n = 0, 1/4, and 1/2); the exponential value that was used for tip vortices of
the ducted fan rotor was 1/2 (Reference 3). The presence of the annulus wall and the large
number of blades of a ducted fan rotor would cause a faster diffusion of tip vortex, compared
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Figure 7. Streamwise Variation of Normalized Circulation of the Tip Vortex
for Three Different Power Law l)ecay Rates.
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to the unducted fan rotor; hence, n = 1/4 is proposed as the exponent for the tip vortex decay
rate of an unducted fan. The influence of the decay rate on the acoustic predictions of unducted
rotors will be examined through parametric studies in Subsection 3.1.4.
Since the correlations for (V0)max and radius of the tip vortex core (Equations 13 and 14)
were developed using the data of wings of constant cross sections without any twist, the local
section lift coefficient (CL) and chord distribution along the span did not vary; however, such
is not the case for an unducted fan rotor. To determine what value of local section lift coeffi-
cient and chord must be used for computing (V0)max and radius of the tip vortex core in this
case, we resorted to published literature on helicopter tip vortices for some guidelines. The
measurements and predictions of Donaldson, et al. (Reference 16) indicate that, for helicopter
blades, the loading in only the outboard 30% span of the blade contributes to the tip vortex
structure. The above criterion has been used as a guide in the selection of CL and "c" for the
tip vortex of unducted rotors. Figure 8 shows the spanwise variation of local section lift coeffi-
cient for typical takeoff and cruise conditions for a typical unducted fan forward rotor blade
design (such as, the F-7 blade). Figure 9 depicts the spanwise variation of chord for the F-7
blade. In accordance with Reference 16, the average values of lift coefficient and chord are
computed using their distribution over the outboard 30% span. These average values, (Ck,)av
and (c)av, are used as the parameters characterizing the tip vortex in computing (V0)max and
radius of the tip vortex core (Equations 13 and 14). This averaging procedure takes into account
the spanwise variation of the blades and yields an "equivalent" blade of uniform section, in a
very, rough sense.
Due to a lack of detailed UDF_ blade tip vortex experimental data, there is some uncer-
tainty as to applicability of the value of (V0)max and radius of the tip vortex core (see Equations
13 and 14), as these are based on the configuration of the wing, rather than of the UDF,_ blade.
Therefore, an empirical factor known as the circulation index (Ci) was introduced to modulate
the circulation of the tip vortex, which is defined as:
_19)
(F)vTx = Ci {2r¢ (V_)m_ a}
A value of Ci = 1 reproduces the circulation given by Equation 15. The value ofCi > 1 means
that the tip vortex structure includes the intluence of loading in more than the outboard 30%
span of the blade. Conversely, the value of Ci < 1 provides less circulation strength than is
provided by Equation 15. Improvements to this simple procedure may be adopted when more
information is available on characteristics of the tip vortices of the UDF.r_ blades. A sensitivity
of the circulation index on the unsteady noise is studied and discussed in Subsection 3.1. t.
Next, an empirical relationship is developed for the trajectory, of the tip vortices employing
the flow visualization data (References 5 and 6) which were obtained for helicopter blades in
a typical hover mode. All of these data indicated that tip vortices move radially inward for
increasing axial distance, which is ascribable to the stream tube contraction (Fibre 10).
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Linear-rational-function correlation methods (Reference 3) were used again to develop
an empirical relation for the trajectory of the tip vortex. Linear-rational functions are applica-
ble if the dependent variable shows a monotonic trend with the independent variable. Since
the radial movement of the tip vortex with axial distance is monotonic, approaching an asymp-
totic value, linear-rational function was chosen. The empirical relationship which yielded mini-
mum standard deviation is:
RWx = 12 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0 (20)
Rti p 16 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0
where
R,,tx: radial location of core of tip vortex
Zvtx: axial location of core of tip vortex.
Since the formulation for tip vortex discussed in Subsection -._ 1 uses br
Equation 20 is written in terms of b (see Figure 2 also):
b Rvt x 4 (Zvtx)/Rti p
--r =i_--=
Rt_ p Rti p 16 (Zvtx)/Rti p +
1.0
= Rtip- Rvtx,
(2t)
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There is a lot of scatter in the data for large values of Z/Rtip; this, mainly, is a result of the
uncertainty in defining the tip vortex at large values of Z/Rtip due to the diffusion of the tip
vortex.
The development of Equation 21 is based on the data base for helicopter rotors. The HTR
for helicopter rotors is approximately less than 0.1; however, the HTR for the UDF® blades
is approximately 0.4. This introduces some amount of uncertainty regarding the applicability
of the tip vortex trajectory correlation of Equation 21 to the UDF® configuration. Due to the
lack of a data base for the higher values of HTR, the general form of the tip vortex trajectory.
for UDF® blades is assumed from Equation 18 as follows:
br Kvtx (Zvtx)/Rtip
Rti p 16 (Zvtx)/Rti p + 1.0
where KvLx is an adjustable constant.
(22)
For a given HTR, the tip vortex trajectory, can be expressed in terms of a blade span percent
of the tip by: (br/Rtip)/(1-HTR). For example, the value of br/Rtip = 0.1 translates to about a
17% span from the tip, with HTR = 0.4. On the other hand, the value of br/Rtip = 0.1 appro,,d-
mates Kvtx to be 2 for Zvt:_tip = 0.3. Thus, the value of Kvtx for the UDF® blades should be
chosen with consideration of blade geometries, forward and aft rotor spacing, aeroperform-
ance, etc., which would affect the tip vortex trajectories. The value of Kvtx was assumed to be
between 0.5 and 2.0, based on a flow-field computation performed using GE's in-house codes.
The parametric evaluation of the tip vortex trajectory on the unsteadv noise due to the tip
vortex is reported in Subsection 3.1.3. Again, a detailed experimental data base will be required
to obtain the proper value of Kvtx for the UDF® blade configurations.
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3.0 Model Evaluation
The aerodynamic model for the tip vortex of counterrotating propulsors (described in
Section 2.0) is evaluated in this section by:
.
o
Parametrically evaluating the effect certain key parameters (such as: tip vortex
strength, drag coefficient, tip vortex trajectory, decay rate, tangential location of
the tip vortex, and extent of clipping of the aft rotor) have on the acoustic charac-
teristics of the cotmterrotadng UDF® propulsors.
Comparing selective acoustic data and predictions of the counterrotating UDF_
propulsors, aimed at evaluating the tip vortex model.
Due to the relatively low values of solidity over most of the span, UDF_ propulsors may
be viewed as isolated airfoils in computing the _st harmonic spectra resulting from impinge-
ment of the forward rotor wake and the tip vortex on the aft rotor. Hence, the unsteady gust
model developed by Kemp and Sears (Reference 17) was selected for predicting the _st har-
monic spectra of unsteady loadings induced by the tip vortex and the rotor wakes.
In the rotor wake model, the resultant aft rotor unsteady lift is strongly influenced by the
forward rotor exit wake profile. As discussed in References 3 and 4, this wake profile modeling
has been significantly affected by the drag coefficient of the local blade section. However, due
to a lack of detailed UDF® aerodynamic data, there are large uncertainties to determine the
accurate local section drag coefficient. The drag coefficients used in the present study were
obtained based on GE's in-house analytical method, along with the aeroperformance of the
scale model test of the UDF,_ configuration. The following section describes the sensitivity.
study of the drag coefficient on gust spectra and interaction noise levels.
3.1 Parametric Studies
The studies described in this section parametrically evaluate the effect of certain geometric
and aerodynamic parameters (described in Section 2.2) of the tip vortex on the acoustic charac-
teristics ofa counterrotating propeller. The principal objective of these studies was to develop
an understanding of the sensitivity of the acoustic characteristics to certain key geometric and
aerodynamic parameters of the tip vortex. The parametric studies described herein are:
• Influence of tip vortex strength and drag coefficient (Ci and Cd, respectively,
sensitivity.)
• Influence of tangential location of tip vortex (bt/s sensitivity)
• Influence of tip vortex trajectory (K_tx sensitivity)
• Influence of decay rate of tip vortex (_ sensitivity).
• Influence of progressive clipping of the aft rotor.
_7
For the parametric studies, standard F-7/A-7 blade design parameters are used to calculate
the gust harmonic spectra and unsteady loading noise through the present model; Figure 11
portrays a planform of these blades. The parametric studies are performed based on the aero-
performance data of TP (test point) 3706 of a 90% rpm case with 9 x 8 F-7/A-7 blades at a take-
off Mach number, obtained from GE Cell 41. For an unequal blade number configuration
(such as, 9 × 8) but equal rpm, the steady loading and thickness noise and the noise due to wake/
tip vortex interaction occur at distinctly different frequencies (Reference 11), as listed below:
• Steady loading and thickness noise of forward rotor
fstq = q * rpml . B1 q = l 2, 3, (23)60 ....
where fslq is the qtla harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of the forward rotor, and
B1 is the number of blades in the forward rotor, and q = 1 corresponds to BPF (blade passing
frequency), q = 2 corresponds to 2 x BPF of forward rotor, etc.
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Figure 11. Planform of the F-7/A-7 Unducted Fan Blade Design, Showing
the Extent of Clipping on the Aft Rotor.
Steady loading and thickness noise of aft rotor
fs_'r = r * rpm_._._2• B2 r = 1, 2, 3
60 ""
(24)
_8
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%" .... _ .... !'i'j
where fs2r is the r tla harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of the aft rotor; B2 is the
number of blades in the aft rotor; and r = 1 corresponds to BPF; r = 2 corresponds to 2 × BPF
of the aft rotor, and so on.
• Noise due to wake/tip vortex interaction
f = f + f q = 1, 2, 3 ... (25)
wqr slq s2r' r = l, 2, 3 ...
and
For equal rpm's (say, rpml = rpm2 = rpm), normalized frequencies are defined as:
- (26)
- tslq =qBl, q= 1 "_,3
t_lq = [rpm/60) .....
f=
f2sr
¢rpm/60)
=rB2, r= 1,2,3...
(27)
- t,.,_ q = t, 2, 3 .... (28)
_ - = qB 1 -,- rB2,
"'*,i_ t rprrv60) r = 1., 2, 3 ....
The spinning mode numbers associated with steady loading and thickness noise of forward
and aft rotors are qB1 and rB2, respectively. The spinning mode number associated with the
noise due to wake/tip vortex interaction is given by:
(29)
m : rB2 - qB1
wqr
where mwqr is the spinning mode number of the rth harmonic or aft rotor unsteady noise, due
to qth gust harmonic of forward rotor.
Table 1 lists the tone designation, fwqr, mwqr, q, and r for increasing frequencies for a 9 × 8
blade configuration. Figure 12 is a schematic of the steady loading and unsteadv loading noise
spectra for the 9 x 8 blade number configuration.
In the following parametric studies, the sensitivity of each parameter was examined indi-
vidually by varying the particular parameters from the basic stage of each. The value of each
parameter at the basic stage is given as Ci = 2.0, KvLx = 2.0, bt/S = 0.5, and n = 1,4.
3.1.1 Influence of Tip Vortex Strength and Drag Coefficient
Gust spectra and consequential interaction noise levels are affected bv both rotor viscous
wake and tip vortex flow field. In the present work effort, the viscous wake and the tip vortex
flow fields are modeled independently and are then summed to obtain total unsteady gust load-
ings on the aft rotor. When the unsteady loading is dominated by the viscous rotor wakes, the
tip vortex effect becomes small and vice versa. The sensitivity of the strength of the viscous
wake and the tip w)rtex _ra gust spectra and interaction noise levels is studied by parametrically
t9
Table 1. Normalized Acoustic Frequencies and Spinning Modes Associated with
WakefI_p Vortex Interaction for a 9 x 8 Blade Number Configuration.
To ne
Designation f'wqr
A+F)
2A + F)
A + 2F)
3A + F)
'2A + 2F)
A+3F)
4A + F)
3A + 2F)
2A + 3F)
A +4F)
5A+ F)
4A + 2F)
3A + 3F)
(2A + 4F)
(A+5F)
mwqr q r
17 -i I l
25 7 i 2
26 - 10 2 1
33 15 i 3
34 -2 2 2
35 -19 3 t
41 23 1 4
42 6 2 3
43 -11 3 2
-28 4 1
-*9 3t 1 5
50 14 2 4
51 -3 3 3
52 -20 4 2
53 -37 5 1
fwqr - Normalized acoustic frequen_
mwqr - Spinning mode
q - Forward rotor gust harmonic
r - Aft rotor acoustic harmonic
n_
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varying the circulation index of the tip
vortex model and the drag coefficient
(Cd) of the rotor viscous wake model.
tO
°10
The influence of the circulation of
the tip vortex on gust spectra and its _ -30
consequential sensitivity on the interac- -_
tion noise is shown in Figure 13 where ?_
the parametrically varying Ci has a fixed -,o
value ofKvtx = 2.0 and bt/s = 0.5. A "no
tip" vortex is also included, for the sake
of completeness. Figure 13 presents the -,o
predicted sensitivity of the circulation
index on gust harmonic spectra at the tip
streamline with three different values of "o
Cd (0.03, 0.02, and 0.005); similarly,
Figures 1.4 and 15 illustrate the Ci effect
for these values of Cd at the streamlines -_°
of 70.7% and 45.4% span from the hub,
respectively.
= -30
a_ Cd = 003
At the tip region (Figure 13), gust
harmonic spectra for each Ci value have __o
similar levels (regardless of Cd), even
though the viscous wake gust spectra
denoted by no tip are quite different -,o
from the nonzero Ci cases. The differ-
ence between no tip and nonzero Ci is
the effect of the tip vortex. As demon- _o
strated in Figure 15, the gust harmonics
collapse into one line at the location far
away from the tip vortex center where
the tip vortex effect is minimal.
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.As shown in Figure 14, at the 70.7%
span location from the hub, the spectra
with Cd = 0.03 and 0.02 exhibit small
spread, due to the different Ci values for
the lower gust harmonics (q = l, 2, 3,
and 4); but the spectra with Cd = 0.005
shows a relatively large spread for three
Ci values. This indicates that the semi-
tivity of tip vortex strength on the gust
harmonics depends on the levels <)tdrag
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coefficient. The effect of the tip vortex
becomes minimal at the streamline of
45.4% span from the hub (Figure 15).
Figure 16 illustrates the predicted
effect of the tip vortex strength (Ci) on
the interaction tone SPL (sound pres-
sure level) sum with Cd = 0.005. Since
the value of Cd is small, the circulation
index sensitivity is clearly shown as 4
to 6 dB; however, the directivitv of
SPL sum was preserved for the various
Ci values. To examine the predicted
effect of the drag coefficient on the
interaction tone SPL sum with a fLxed
value ofCi = 2.0, Figure 17 is given for
Cd = 0.03, 0.02, and 0.005.._thougfl
the drag coefficient effect is seen at the
forward arc of the emission angle, the
Cd effect becomes negligible at the aft
rotor. Thus, prediction of the averaged
acoustic quantities of PNL, PNLT, or
EPNL would be significantly influ-
enced by the SPL sum directivity.
Figure 18 provides a summary of
the predicted tip vortex effect for the
Cd values of 0.03, 0.02, and 0.005 on
the interaction tone sum directivity bv
comparing the SPL sum predictions,
both with and without the tip vortex.
The interaction tone sum directivitv is
computed both with and without the
tip vortex model turned on. The differ-
ences between these two SPL direcfiv-
ities indicate the isolated tip vortex
effect, since both cases contain the
interaction tones induced by the rotor
viscous wakes. As presented in Figures
13 through 15, the tip vortex effect
becomes significant as the values of Cd
are reduced. [t should be emphasized
that the accurate acoustic predictions,
using the current model, depend up(_r_
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the accuracy of the section local drag coefficients and the tip vortex strength (which are not
available at the present time, due to the lack of experimental data).
3.1.2 Influence of Tangential Location of Tip Vortex
The tangential position of the tip vortex, relative to the wake centerline, is a critical param-
eter in determining the gust waveform shape and ampLitude. Figure 19 compares the gust wave-
form shape for four values of tangential position of the tip vortex at three radial locations. The
gust waveform shape for the case of wake alone (that is, no tip vortex) is included for the sake
of completeness. The wake flow field is assumed to be symmetrical on either side of the blade
(pressure or suction). Even though this assumption may not be valid, applicable data to model
the asymmetry of the wake are lacking. Thus, the gust wave shape for 0.5 _<x/S < 1.0 is a mirror
image of the gust waveform shape over 0.0 < x/S < 0.5 without the tip vortex; however with
tip vortex, a wavelength of the gust waveforrn shape becomes equal to blade-to-blade spacing
and is not symmetrical between 0.0 _< x/S _< 0.5 and 0.5 _<x/S _< 1.0.
The gust velocity, at the tip streamline and at 70.7% span from hub streamline are quite
small for cases without the tip vortex effect, as compared to those cases with the tip vortex
effect. At the hub streamline, this model predicts no tip vortex influence on the gust velocity.
For bt/S -- 0.0 (where tip vortex is located at the wake centerline), the upwash velocities at
the tip and 70.7% streamlines'shoot up at x/S = 0.0. For bt/S = 0.25, the presence of the tip
vortex is indicated by the large increase atxlS = 0.25 at the tip and 70.7% streamlines; similarly
for bt/S - 0.33, significant tip vortex influence is shown at x/S - 0.33. For bt/S = 0.5, the gust
velocity shape is altered significantly (it is a downwash instead of an upwash, as was the case
for other bt/S values).
Figure 20 shows the Fourier decomposition of the gust waveforms depicted in Figure 19
to yield the gust harmonic spectra. For bt/S = 0.5, the even-numbered gust harmonics are
higher in amplitude (than the odd-numbered gxast harmonics), due to two similar dips within
one passage; one due to wake, and one due to the tip vortex. For bt/S = 0.25, the dips/hills
due to tip vortex interact with the wake, and the resulting waveform is not symmetric (as was
bt/S = 0.5) which causes higher _st spectral values for odd-numbered gust harmonics. Similar
behavior can be seen from bt/S = 0.33. When bt/S = 0.0, the dips/hills due to wake and tip
vortex yield a sharp gust profile at the wake centerline (similar to an impulse function). This
results in high values for all gust harmonics. At the hub streamline, there is no tip vortex
influence.
Next, the influence of the tangential location of tip vortex on interaction noise is consid-
ered, based on the case demonstrated in Figures 19 and 20. Figure 21 compares the predicted
and measured interaction noise tones; that is, 1A + 1F through 2A + 3F tones at an observer
angle of 131 ° for bt/S = 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.0. The measured data were obtained from the
GE Cell 41 data base. It is apparent that the tangential location of tip vortex strongly affects
the 1A + 2F and 2A + 2F tones; for example, a t0-dB spread (depending on the values ofbt/S).
However, the sensitivitv of the bt/S value on the other interaction tones is relatively small (less
than 5 dBt. However, Fi.mare l<! reveals large underpredictions of the rm_dci on IA. 2F and
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1A + 3F tones regardless of the value of bt/S. This indicates that further improvement and
modification are needed on the model. Since values of bt/S depend on blade configurations
and aeroperformance, it is difficult to determine the optimal value of bt/S without a detailed
rotor aerodynamics data base at the present time.
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Figure 21. A Comparison of the Predicted and Measured Individual Interaction Tones.
Figure 22 depicts the sensitivity of tone SPL sum of interaction noise directivirv to the tan-
gential location of the tip vortex. The sum of interaction tones is not influenced by the different
values ofbt/S, up to the emission angle of 120 °. The predictions of the SPL sum agree relatively
well with the measured data (accurate within 2 to 5 dB), even though each individual tone pre-
dic:ion was not so good (Figure 21). Figure 22 indicates that the tangential location of the tip
vortex has no significant impact on the interaction tone SPL sum. The value of bt/S = 0.5 has
been used in this report.
3.1.3 Influence of Tip Vortex Trajectory
The influence of the tip vortex trajectory on gust spectra and its consequent influence on
the interaction noise were studied by parametrically varying the Kvtx (see Equation 22).
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Figure 22. Sensitivity of the Tone SPL Sum of Interaction Noise to the
Tangential Location of Tip Vortex.
Figure 23 indicates the predicted influence of the tip vortex trajectory, on the gust harmonic
spectra at three streamlines in the tip region. As Kvtx increases, the tip vortex moves radially
inward. At the tip streamline, the gust harmonic spectrum for Kvtx = 0.5 has the highest levels
(compared to K_x = t and 2), since the tip vortex for Kvtx = 0.5 is closest to the tip streamline.
For the 89.1% streamline, the gust harmonic spectrum for Kvtx = 1 has the highest levels com-
pared to Kvtx = 0.5 and 2, since the 89.1% streamline is closer to the tip vortex point of impact
when Kvtx = 1. However, for the 70.1% streamline, gust spectrum levels for KvLx = 0.5 and 1
are about same. This indicates the tip vortex effects induced by KvLx = 0.5 and 1 are minor at
this streamline location. The gust spectrum levels for Kvtx = 2 are quite different from others.
The noted relative dominance of even-numbered gust harmonics over odd-numbered gust har-
monics is due to the fact that the tangential location of the tip vortex is at the midpassage.
Figure 24 shows the influence of the tip vortex trajectory on each individual interaction
tone at an observer angle of 91 ° along with the data. Apparently, the sensitivity of Kvtx on the
acoustic predictions is insignificant. This probably happens because the gust spectra at differ-
ent radial locations are enhanced for different values of K,,tx. The comparisons between data
and predictions indicate that the Kvtx values do not improve the accuracy, of the model. The
differences between the predictions and data (up to 10 dB) are noted in Figure 24.
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Figure 25 shows the influence of tip vortex trajectory on the directiviw of tone SPL sum
of interaction noise. Variations in the tip vortex trajectory do not significantly alter the interac-
tion tone SPL sum: however, the trajectory, parameter does significantly affect the interaction
noise prediction for the clipped aft rotor blades configuration, as shown in Subsection 3.1.5.
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3.1.4 Influence of Decay Rate of Tip Vortex
Also investigated was the influence of the decay rate of the tip vortex on gust harmonics
and, thus, on the noise. As discussed in Section 2.2, a power law decay rate was proposed for
the circulation of the tip vortex:
(r)vtx _ I(1 + s/c) n (18)
The cycle corresponds to a typical cutback. Figure 26 demonstrates the predicted g-ust har-
monic spectra for tip vortex decaying with different rates at the streamlines of the tip and 70.7%
span from the hub. The case of no tip vortices also was included for the sake of comparison.
For this study, Kvtx = 2.0 and bt/S = 0.5 are used.
The gust spectral levels for the nondecaying tip vortex are the highest. As the rate of decay
increases from 0 to 1/4, to 1/2, the gust spectral levels decrease monotonically.
3.1.5 Influence of Progressive Clipping of Aft Rotor
As discussed in Subsection 3.1.1, the tip vortex is obviously a noise-generating mechanism.
Thus, by clipping the aft rotor to minimize interactions between the tip vortex and the aft rotor
blades, the interaction noise is reduced. This phenomenon has also been verified from the GE
in-house UDF® acoustic data base. The thrust loss due to clipping and the associated required
reduction in shp (shaft horsepower) can be made up either by increasing the rpm, or loading
of the aft rotor; however in this parametric study, no attempt has been made to recover thrust
loss resulting from clipping. This study was conducted with the objective of discovering the
sensitivity (relating to the percent clipping of the aft rotor) on noise reductions. Conseque ntly,
this study considered four values of percent span clipping (5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%), in addi-
tion to 0% and 25% span clippings. Figure I 1 presented the planforms of the standard F-7/A-7
and the F-7/A-7 with 25% clipping of span on the aft rotor.
Thrust and shp data are available only at 0% and 25% clippings for M = = 0.25. Figure 27
shows the assumed interpolation of the thrust and shp of the aft rotor with the end points (/)%
and 25% clipping) coinciding with data for the 90% rpm case.
The steady loading and thickness noise and the wake/tip vortex interaction noise occur at
distinctly different frequencies for unequal blade number configurations (Figure I2). As illus-
trated in Figure 12, tones associated with the steady loading and thickness noise were summed
on a mean-squared pressure basis; this is also true for the tones associated with the wake/tip
vortex interaction noise. Figure 28 demonstrates the predicted effect of progressive clipping
of the aft rotor on the sum of steady loading and thickness noise. It is evident that the steady
loading and thickness noise reduces uniformly as the percent clipping increases, a reflection
of the assumed performance of clipped aft rotor (Figure 27). Predicted effect of the clipping
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sensitivity on the interaction tones is _2o
portrayed in Figure 29; whereas, the
predicted effect on the OASPL (over-
aU sound pressure level) is presented _o
in Figure 30.
i00As discussed previously, unsteady
loading interaction tone predictions
depend on many empirical correction
parameters. To predict the clipping 90
effect on the interaction noise, the tip
vortex strength (Ci) and the tip vortex
tangential location (bt/S) were fixed ao
at 2.0 and 0.5, respectively. Figure 29
(View A) shows the predicted effect _2o
of progressive clipping of the aft rotor
on wake/tip vortex interaction noise
by usingCd = 0.02 and Kvc_ = 2.0. As _
previously stated (Subsection 3.1.1),
the value of Cd = 0.02 induces the
strong rotor viscous wakes which con-
trol the interaction noise generation
and reduces the influence of the tip _o
vortex. Since the tip vortex effect is
small with a combination of these Cd
and Kvtx, the clipping effect is also
5O
shown as small (Cd = 0.02).
On the other hand, View B of
Figure 29 shows the significant clip-
ping effect when the drag coefficient
is reduced to 0.005 to amplify the
effect of the tip vortex. With the value
of Kvtx = 2.0, the tip vortex is located
approximately at 17% span from the
tip of the aft rotor; thus, a large reduc-
tion in interaction noise is obtained
by going from 15% to 20% clipping,
and there are no reductions for per-
cent clippings less than 15% span, as
evidenced in Figure 29, View B.
The predicted clipping effect with
Cd = 0.005 and K,_x = 1.0 is depicted
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in Figure 29 (View C), where the
only difference between Views B and
C is the reduction of Kvtx (from 2.0 to
1.0). With Kvtx = 1.0, the tip vortex
center is located at about 8% span;
thus, a significant noise reduction is
observed with the 10% and 15% cl.ip-
pings. Hardly any noise reduction is
noted for clippings less than 5% or
greater than 20%, since the influence
of the tip vortex is concentrated at
approximately 8% span.
Figure 30 (Views A through C)
reveals predicted OASPL directivi-
ties for the various percent clippings
with values of Cd and K,_x corre-
sponding to those used in Figure 29
(Views A through C, respectively).
The OASPL reduction due to the aft
rotor clipping is clearly shown, but
the magnitudes of reduction are not
as significant as those of the interac-
tion noise. This is primarily due to
the relatively high levels of the aft
rotor steady loading and thickness
noise•
This study has demonstrated that
the current tip vortex model can be
usedto predict the interaction noise
reduction that can be attained by the
clipping of the aft rotor• However, to
determine the optimum value for
percent clipping of the aft rotor• in
terms of noise reductions at a nom-
inal thrust loss, the empirical correc-
tion parameters of the current model
need more refinements. This effort is
currently in progress as part of a GE
IR&D project.
Figure 30. The Predicted Effect of Progressive Clipping of the
M't Rotor on the ()ANPL Directivity.
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3.2 Data - Predictions Evaluation
Systematic data/theory comparisons are performed to evaluate the applicability and limita-
tions of the current tip vortex model. Figure 11 provided a planform of the standard F-7/A-7
blade design, along with the clipped aft rotor. Narrowband acoustic data, measured at Cell 41
for the F-7/A-7 (standard and clipped) blade geometries at a f:reejet Mach number of 0.25 and
an axial distance of 0.2408 between pitch-change axes angle, were used to perform the follow-
hag comparisons of data and theory. The acoustic data have been transformed from the f:reejet
situation to an equivalent flight situation by accounting for the refraction effect of the freejet
shear layer using ray theory, ha order that a one-to-one comparison of data and theory can be
performed. These comparisons, as discussed below, refer to a 90% rpm case (Test Points 3706
and 4110). Test Point 3706 is for the standard A-7 blade, and Test Point 4110 is for the clipped
A-7 blade. For Test Point 4110, the aft pitch angle was opened to recover the thrust loss due
to clipping, but the rpm was maintained to be the same for both standard and clipped configura-
tions. Figure 31 identifies the shp and pitch angle data. The narrowband data employed has a
bandwidth from 6 Hz to 5 kHz. Since the BPF is at about 1 kHz, the narrowband data contains
tones up to about 5 harmonics of BPF.
Figaxre 31 compares measured and predicted directivities of the tone SPL sum of all of the
steady loading and thickness noise for standard and clipped aft rotor blades. The tone SPL
sum was obtained by adding only the tones associated with the steady loading and thickness
noise of the forward and aft rotors on a mean-squared pressure basis. The measured reduction
in steady loading noise due to the clipping of the aft rotor is well predicted; the directivities
also are in relatively good agreement. Figure 32 compares the measured and predicted steady
loading and thickness tones for standard and clipped aft rotor at an observer angle of 105 °. The
measured and predicted reductions in tone levels of the aft rotor BPF and its harmonics, indi-
cated by 1A and 2A, due to clipping are in good agreement. The measured and predicted tone
levels of the forward rotor BPF and its harmonics (denoted by 1F, 2F, and 3F) are also in good
agreement. Actual tone data reveal a slower falloffwith an increase in harmonics, as compared
to the predictions; this may indicate the presence of some inflow distortion into the rotors.
Figures 33 through 36 compare the predicted and measured tone SPL sum for wake/tip
vortex interaction noise for unclipped and clipped aft rotor cases. As previously discussed, the
interaction tone predictions are sensitive to the empirical constants utilized in the tip vortex
model. Therefore, several sets of the empirical constants are tested in the following data/theory
comparisons and are specified in each figure. The term "'no tip vortex" in the figures indicates
that the tip vortex model was turned off for the specific predictions and that, these interaction
tones are induced only by the forward rotor viscous wakes. The tone SPL sum was obtained
(as in the case of steady loading and thickness noise) by adding all of the interaction noise
tones on a mean-squared pressure basis.
The predictions presented in Figure 33 were performed using the empirical constants of
Cd = 0.02, Ci = 2, Kvtx = 2.0, and bt/S = 0.5 for the tip vortex model. As discussed, the value
of Cd = 0.02 produces _uch strong viscous wilkes that the tip vortex effect is masked. Hc_wever,
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the predictions with no tip vortex indicate that the clipping blade increases the interaction tone
sum, which contradicts the data. The predictions in Figure 34 are performed with a Cd of 0.005;
results indicate the accurate predictions of the clipping effect, but with the tmderpredictions
of the SPL. Without the tip vortex model, Figure 34 shows that predictions for both the stan-
dard and clipped blades are underpredicted and that, the interaction tone noise is still higher
for the clipped case than for the standard case. The Figure 35 predictions are performed with
the same empirical parameters as in Figure 34, except that the tip vortex value is reduced from
2.0 to 1.0, in order to locate the tip vortex center closer to the tip of the standard blade. As a
result, the prediction for the standard blade agrees relatively weU with the data, but the clipped
blade is still underpredicted. Finally, Figure 36 presents the predictions made with the same
empirical constants used in Figure 35, except Ci is increased to 3.0. With this set of parameters,
the data/theory comparisons show good predictions for the standard aft blade configuration;
however, the inaccurate prediction of the clipped blades was still present. Since predictions
with no tip vortex are not affected by the Kvtx and Ci values, the no tip vortex comparisons in
Figures 34 through 36 are identical to each other.
Next. data and theory, comparisons of the individual interaction tone directivitv contained
within the interaction tone sum of Fig-ure 36 are examined utilizing the empirical constants of
Cd = 0.005, Ci = 3, Kvtx = 1 and bt/S = 0.5. Figure 37 compares predicted and actual data
for 1A + IF, 2A + IF, 1A + 3F, 2A + 2F and 3A + 1F interaction tones (Table 1 identifies these
interaction tones), both with and without the tip vortex model. For each interaction tone, the
predicted .5,d13 between standard and clipped aft rotors is in better agreement with the data
for cases with tip vortex influence, as compared to those without tip vortex. Note that predic-
tions for the clipped aft rotor (with or without the tip vortex model) have altered only slightly.
However for most individual interaction tones, the predictions for the standard aft rotor with
the tip vortex model have increased, relative to those without the tip vortex model. In general.
it is obvious that the current acoustic prediction model including viscous wake/tip vortex model
can not predict accurate individual interaction tones, even though (as demonstrated in Figures
33 through 36) the interaction tone sum can be well-predicted.
To examine the effect of the rotor viscous wake alone, Figure 38 demonstrates the pre-
dicted spanwise variation of the streamwise distance per chord, normalized wake centerline
defect, and the semiwake width for Test Point 3706, with the Cd values of 0.02 and 0.005. This
figure does not contain the tip vortex effect. It is seen that due to relatively large s/c values in
the tip region, the wake has decayed much more (compared to the hub region). The semiwake
width determines the shape of the gust harmonic spectra, and the wake centerline defect deter-
mines the amplitude of the gust spectra (Reference 3). The harmonic falloff rate increases as
the semiwake width increases. The amplitude of the gust spectra increases with a correspond-
ing increase in the wake centerline defect. Due to the deeper (larger values of the wake center-
line defect) and the narrower (smaller values of semiwake width) wakes in the hub region.
compared to the tip region, the gust harmonic levels that are due to wake alone are much
higher in the hub region tham in the tip region. Therefore, the contribution of the wakes from
the outer 25% span in the tip region probably is not a significant contribution to the total inter-
action noise. Accordingly, the outer 25c: span of the aft rotor was clipped: the total interactil_n
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noise is not predicted to be much different from the standard blade case (for the wake alone
model).
A set of data and theory comparisons also were generated for 80% rpm for standard (Test
Point 3704) and clipped (Test Point 4104) aft rotor blades. Aeroperformance data for these
two test points are contailied in Figure 39, where the pitch angle of the clipped aft rotor is
opened more (than that of the standard aft rotor) to recover performance loss caused by the
clipping. Figure 39 compares the measured and predicted directivities of the tone SPL sum of
steady loading and thickness noise for standard and clipped aft rotor configurations. As in the
case of 90% rpm (Figure 31), the predicted reduction in steady loading and thickness noise
due to clipping of the aft rotor is in relatively good agreement with the data.
Figure 40 compares measured and predicted effects of clipping of the aft rotor on interac-
tion tone SPL sum, with and without tip vortex model. The predictions are performed with the
empirical constants of Cd = 0.005, Ci = 3, K,,tx = 1, bt/S = 0.5, as in Figure 36 of the 90%
rpm case. As in the case of 90% rpm (Figures 33 through 36), when the tip vortex model is
included in the predictions, the predicted .xdB between standard and clipped aft rotor is in bet-
ter agreement with the data, as compared to those where the tip vortex model is not included.
The predicted ._dB with the tip vortex model between standard and clipped aft rotor, however,
is greater than the measured _xdB. Sincethe Ci (or strength) of the tip vortex is computed based
on the average lift coefficient over the outboard 30% of the span in the current model (Section
2.2), the strength of the tip vortex is reduced at lower rpm; hence, the prediction at 80% rpm
(due to clipping) is seen as lower than that predicted at 90% rpm. The measured .xdB due to
clipping at 80% rpm is seen as greater than that at 90% rpm (Figures 36 and 40). Hence, the
predicted change (with the tip vortex model) of the effect of clipping with rpm contradicts
other data with this particular set of empirical constants.
Figure 41 summarizes the comparisons for the measured and predicted effect of clipping
of the aft rotor on 1A + 1F, 2A + 1F, 1A + 2F, 3A + 1F, 2A + 2F, and 1A + 3F interaction tones
at 80% rpm, with and without tip vortex. Figure 41 indicates that predictions for the standard
aft blade are in relatively good agreement with the data using the tip vortex model, although
data/theory comparisons for the clipped blade need improvement. In general, the predicted
.xdB (due to clipping of the aft rotor) when the tip vortex model is included is still in better
agreement with the data, as compared to those predictions not including the tip vortex model.
These comparisons of data and theo U show that the current model can be utilized to inves-
tigate the noise characteristics of the UDF_' blade configuration and can, eventually, become
a useful design tool when the empirical constants used in the present model will be determined
accurately from well-controlled experimental studies.
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4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
This report has documented the analytical modeling, limited data and model prediction
comparisons, and certain key parametric studies pertainhag to the tip vortex as a part of the
noise-source mechanism for unsteady loading noise of counterrotating propellers. The viscous
rotor wake effect is also modeled in order to compute the unsteady loading noise. The upwash
field created by the combined tip vortex and the viscous rotor wake was analytically modeled
employing an approach previously taken for fan tone noise. The strength, size, and streamwise
development of the tip vortex are empirically modeled, based on fixed wing and helicopter
rotor data. The present work should be considered as a basic frame model containing a number
of empirical constants. These constants cannot be defined accurately at the present time, due
to insufficient aerodynamics data for the UDF_ blades configurations. However, the model
has been structured in such a manner that it can be improved and refined with minor modifica-
tions when detailed UDF® aerodynamics data become available. Some of the significant con-
clusions and recommendations for future work are presented in the following sections.
4.1 Conclusions
The following significant conclusions are a product of the above-described analyses:
The measured reduction in interaction noise due to clipping of the aft rotor is verv
well predicted by the tip vortex model; however, the wake-alone model (that is,
without the tip vortex) could not predict the measured reduction in interaction
noise due to clipping.
The tangential location of tip vortex affects the _m.tst harmonic spectra which, in
turn, has a relatively small bearing on the interaction noise (an average of 5 dB).
The influence of the bt/S value on the interaction tones sum predictions is minor.
Tip vortex trajectory does not have a noticeable impact on the interaction noise
for the standard aft blade configuration; however, it controls the effectiveness of
the clipping on interaction noise levels for the clipped aft blade configuration.
• The decay rate of the tip vortex has a very significant effect on the noise reduction
achievable due to an increase in rotor-to-rotor spacing.
• The section local drag coefficient and the tip vortex strength interact with each
other and have a strong irffluence on the interaction tones.
4.2 Recommendations
Various physical parameters of the tip vortex, such as the tangential location and strength
of the tip vortex, had to be extracted from the measured acoustic data. An improved aerody-
namic model of the tip vortex would reduce the amount of empiricism in the model. These
improvements can be attained either through experimental measurements of flow fields or
through flow-field computations.
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An axisymmetric model is recommended for the tip vortex (rather than an unwrapped
annulus model), due to the significant geometric and aerodynamic radial variations of the
blades. Such an approach may require a numerical solution rather than the analytical (closed
form) solution that has been possible with the unwrapped annulus or rectilinear array of vor-
tices adopted in the existing model.
In the current tip vortex model, an axial velocity component of the tip vortex has not been
considered, which may affect the upwash perturbation velocity as much as the tangential com-
ponent of the tip vortex.
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Ca
CD
Ci
CL
dBA
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DT1
DT2
fslq
fs2r
fwqr
HTR
Kvtx
M_
6.0 Nomenclature
Radius of the core of the tip vortex
Aspect ratio (span/chord)
Radial distance of the center of the tip vortex from rotor tip
Tangential location of the center of the tip vortex in the
interblade passage relative to wake centerline
Number of blades in the forward rotor
Number of blades in the aft rotor
Chord
,_:ial Chord
Local section drag coefficient
Circulation index (Equation 13.1)
Local section lift coefficient
A-weighted dB level
Tip diameter
Tip diameter of forward rotor
Tip diameter of aft rotor
th
q harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of forward rotor
(see Equation 20)
r th harmonic of steady loading and thickness noise of aft rotor
(see Equation 21)
r th harmonic of aft rotor unsteady noise due to qth gust harmonic
Hub/tip-ratio
Empirical constant for tip vortex trajectory (see Equation 19)
Aircraft Mach Number
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M,N,p
mwqr
OASPL
PNL
q
R
r
Rhub
Rtip
RT1
RPM1
RPM2
S
s
SPL
Stip
['DF
Va/c
Vtip
VO
(Vo)max
V_
Parameters associated with the tip vortex (see Equations 3-5)
Spinning, mode number of r th harmonic of aft rotor unsteady noise
due to q'Ih gust harmonic of forward rotor
Exponent for decay of circulation of tip vortex (see Equation 16)
Overall sound pressure level
Perceived noise level
Gust harmonic
Radius
Radial distance from center of vortex core
Hub radius
Tip radius
Radial location of tip vortex
Tip radius of forward rotor
RPM of forward rotor
RPM of aft rotor
Blade-to-blade tangential spacing
Streamwise distance
Sound pressure level
Blade-to-blade tangential spacing at the tip
Unducted fan
Aircraft flight velocity
Tip speed
Tangential velocity created by tip vortex
Maximum value of tangential velocity created by tip vortex
Freestream vetoci_
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Wdc
WFS
x,y
Xf
XPCA
Z_
Wake centerline defect (relative to forward rotor)
Freestream velocity (relative to forward rotor)
Coordinates of the unwrapped annulus (see Figure 2)
Axial distance from pitch change axis of forward rotor
Axial distance between pitch change axes
Axial location of tip vortex
Greek Symbols
r Circulation
( I'),._x Circulation of the tip vortex
8 Semiwake width
, Tip clearance
o_ Angular velocity of the tip vortex
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Appendix A
User's Manual for Blade Tip Vortex Model Computer Program
The tip vortex model computer program developed for counterrotating propulsors is
described in this appendix. This computer program is based on a similar program for evaluating
turbofan/compressor rotor/stator interaction and also has an option to include a hub vortex
(References 3 and 4). This study concentrated on developing the tip vortex model only. This
appendix is divided into the following sections:
,_ Description and Flow Chaxt of the Computer Program
B. Listing of the Computer Program
C. Definition of Input/Output Parameters
D. A Sample InputjOutput Case.
A. Description and Flow Chart of the Computer Program
The computer program predicts the wake/tip vortex flow distributions of the forward rotor
and the resultant upwash gust velocity field at the aft rotor. Based on a meridional-plane stream
surface subdivision of the rotor-to-rotor flowpath annulus, the program is designed to use the
following as input:
• Forward rotor inlet and exit aerodynamic vector diagram parameters
• Blade section properties such as solidity, chord, and sweep
• Aerodynamic properties (such as section drag and lift coefficients), as a function
of immersion.
The viscous wake and tip vortex model is programmed to predict blade-to-blade circumfer-
ential distributions of the flow field at the one-fourth-chord point of the aft rotor in a reference
frame fixed to the aft rotor. The computer program has all of the logic built into it to predict
the flow field due to a hub vortex, but the empirical relationships for the hub vortex characteris-
tics have not yet been developed. The computer program is designed to transform the foravard
rotor-fLxed wake and tip vortex combined flow velocity profiles into a reference frame fixed
to the aft rotor to evaluate the gust velocity profiles. Fourier analysis of the gust velocity, profiles
yields the gust harmonic spectrum. An analysis for evaluating the spanwise distortion and
clocking of the wake/tip vortex sheet is incorporated into the program to predict the spanwise
aerodynamic phase lag of the wake/tip vortex velocity, field; thereby obtaining the spanwise
distribution of the amplitude and relative phase of the gust upwash harmonic content. A flow
chart of this computer program is presented in Figure A-1. The computer program output
(specifically, gust harmonic spectrum and aerodynamic phase lag) forms input to the compu-
tation of the unsteady lift force computation and, subsequently, noise due to wake/tip v(_rtex
interaction.
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Figure A-1. Program Flow Chart for the Rotor Wake/Tip Vortex Model.
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Figure A-1. Program Flow Chart for the Rotor Wake/Tip Vortex Model (Continued).
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Figure A-I. Program Flow Chart for the Rotor Wake/Tip Vortex Model (Concluded).
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The following specific features are incorporated into the computer program.
• Three models of predicting the centerline defect and semiwake width:
- Linear-rational-function model (see Reference 3)
- Kemp and Sears model
- Mugridge and Morfey model.
• Two wake shape functions; namely:
- Gaussian profile (e 1n2_2)
- Hyperbolic secant profile [sech (a-q), a = cosh 12].
• Tip and hub vortices are incorporated in the program with options to include both,
neither, or either one of them. Certain e,'dsting empirical relationships have been
used in estimating the strength and radius of the tip vortex: however at this time.
no such information is available for the hub vortex model. When such corre!ations
for estimating the strength and radius of hub vortex become available, they can
be incorporated into the computer program. The computer code also gives the
trajectories of the centers of hub and tip vortices.
The computer program source code contains approximately 1000 lines. It consists of:
• Main program, which manipulates input, output, and all of the subroutines. It also
computes the tip-to-hub aerodynamic phase lag, once all of the streamline compu-
tations have been performed.
• Subroutine RWTVM, which combines the flow fields due to wake and tip vortex
and performs the coordinate transformation from the one fixed to the forward
rotor, to the one fixed to the aft rotor.
• Subroutine WAKE1, which computes the wake centerline defect and semiwake
width.
• Subroutine WAKE2, which computes the tangential wake profiles.
• Subroutine VORTX1, which computes the vortex strength and radius of tip and
hub vortices.
• Subroutine VORTX2, which computes the velocity, field induced by tip and hub
vortices.
Subroutine HRMONIC, which computes the harmonic content of rotor wake,'
vortex gust.
Subroutine GAMCAL, which computes the ratio of specific heats for air as a func-
tion of ambient temperature.
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Subroutines PITCH1 and PITCH2, which compute the blade coordinate changes
(and, thus, spacing) due to changes in pitch angle, relative to design setting for
forward and aft rotors, respectively.
• Subroutine LSPFrT, which is an interpolation/integration subroutine.
B. Listing of the Computer Program
A listing of the computer program in the DEC/FORTRAN-77 language is included in this
section.
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C. Definition of Input/Output Parameters
This section of the appendix defines all input and output parameters of
the Rotor Wake/Tip Vortex Model (RWTVM) computer program. The input is read
into the computer program in terms of two input files, one for each rotor.
Input Parameters
Input parameters are grouped under:
a. Blade geometry
b. Blade aerodynamic performance and ambient conditions
c. Wake parameters (for forward rotor only)
d. Tip vortex parameters (for forward rotor only)
a. Blade Geometry Input Parameters
BETAP -
BETA34 -
CHORD -
DELBP
DT
HTR
NB
NP
NZ
Design or reference blade section pitch angle,
degree; input one value for each streamline.
Pitch angle at 3/4 radius ratio (R/R_ of the blade
for a particular operating condition_ ip)
Blade chord normalized by tip diameter, input one
value for each streamline.
Pitch angle change from design, degree
Tip diameter, feet
Hub-to-tip radius ratio
Number of rotor blades
Number of propellers
Number of spanwise stations
Maximum value = I0 = default value
Note: Streamline Number i should be the tip streamline.
9?
PCTCL
TMOC
XPCA
YMC
Z
ZMC
b.
- Percent span clipped (applies to aft rotor with clipped
tip)
- Maximum blade section thickness normalized by chord.
Input one value for each streamline.
- Distance between the pitch change axes normalized by
front rotor tip diameter
Tangential location of blade midchord line relative
to pitch change axis normalized by tip diameter at
design pitch angle. Input one value for each
streamline.
- Radius normalized by tip radius.
Input one value for each streamline.
Axial location of blade midchord line relative to
pitch change axis, normalized by tip diameter, at
design pitch angle. Input one value for each
streamline.
Blade Aerodynamic Performance and Ambient Input Parameters
ALPHA
NCASE
PAMB -
RPM
SKP
TAMB
VO
C.
BETAW -
IPRNTW -
- Blade section angle of attack, degrees; input one
value for each streamline.
- Number of cases
Default value = I
Ambient pressure (static pressure) in psi
RPM of the rotor (physical)
Shaft horsepower of the rotor (physical)
- Ambient temperature (static temperature) in o F
- Flight speed, fps
Wake Parameters
Parameter to account for wake flow angle variation from
freestream.
Default value = 0.0.
Option to print the velocity profiles
IPRNTW = 0 - No
IPRNTW = i - Yes
Default value = 0
98
IRW
ISHAPE-
IWAKE -
NSTEP
Q
SCD =
V_
WTIV -
Option to compute wake/tip vortex gust field
IRW = 0 - No
IRW = I - Yes
Default value = I
Wake tangential profile option
ISHAPE = I - Hyperbolic secant profile
ISHAPE = 2 - Gaussian profile
Default value = 2
Rotor wake model
IWAKE = I - Linear rational function model
IWAKE = 2 - Kemp and Sears model
IWAKE = 3 - Mugridge and Morfey model
Default value = 2
Number of points in the velocity profile across one
blade spacing
Maximum value: NSTEP = 150
Number of sequential harmonics required for Fourier
analysis.
Maximum value: NWH_ = 21.
Local section drag coefficient.
Input one value for each streamline.
Reference velocity by which the gust upwash velocity
harmonic coefficients are normalized, fps
Default value: VREF = I0.0.
Inviscid velocity gradient, normalized by wheel speed.
Default value: WTIV = 0.0.
d.
CI
Tip Vortex Parameters
- Circulation index for tip vortex strength (see Eq. 13a).
Default value: 1.0.
I}LBVTX - Option to include hub vortex
I}[BVTX = 0 - No
IHBVTX = I - Yes
Default value: I}{Bg_X = 0
ITPVTX - Option to include tip vortex
ITPVTX = 0 - No
ITPVTX = I - Yes
PCTVTX - Percent outboard span whose circulation gets rolled up
into tip vortex.
Default value: PCTVTX = 30.0.
99
SBN(1) - Tangential distance normalized by tip blade spacing
for the tip vortex center (see Figure 2, bt).
SBN(2) - Tangential distance normalized by hub blade spacing
for the hub vortex center.
TAU Tip clearance normalized by the rotor chord at the
tip.
Default value: TAU = I0.0.
TVTI - Tip vortex trajectory index (see Eq. 19).
Default value: TVTI = 2.0.
Output Parameters
Output parameters are grouped under:
a. Blade parameters
b. Wake parameters
c. Tip vortex parameters
d. Velocity profile parameters
e. Gust spectral parameters
a. Blade Parameters
BETAP - Pitch angle for the case under study, degrees
CD - Blade section drag coefficient
CHORD - Chord normalized by tip diameter
CL - Blade section lift coefficient
FA - Face alignment normalized by tip diameter
MCA - Midchord alignment normalized by tip diameter
R/RT - Radius normalized by tip radius
S}[P/AA - Shaft Horsepower/(A/mulus Area)
S}[P/D2 - Shaft Horsepower/(Tip Diameter) z
b. Wake Parameters
CD - Blade section drag coefficient
SDIST - Strea_ise distance to I/4 chord point of aft rotor from
forward rotor trailing edge normalized by forward rotor
chord.
lOO
WAKE
WIDTH
WD/UT
WFS/UT -
XlC -
- Semiwake width normalized by blade spacing
- Wake centerline defect normalized by local wheel speed
Free-stream velocity normalized by local wheel speed
Axial distance to leading edge of aft rotor from trailing
edge of forward rotor normalized by forward rotor chord
c. Tip Vortex Parameters
A/S - Radius of the tip vortex core normalized by forward
rotor tip spacing at the i/4 chord point of the aft
rotor.
AO/S
BN
BRRT
CIR/ -
(S'U)
CIRCO/ -
(s-u)
VSDV/U -
Radius of the tip vortex core normalized by forward
rotor tip spacing at the trailing edge of forward
rotor tip.
Tangential location of the tip vortex normalized by
tip blade spacing.
- Spanwise location of the tip vortex from the rotor
tip normalized by tip radius.
Circulation of the tip vortex core at the I/4 chord
of aft rotor normalized by the product of forward
rotor tip spacing and tip speed.
Circulation of the tip vortex core at the trailing
edge of forward rotor tip normalized'by the product
of forward rotor tip spacing and tip speed.
Streamline velocity defect of tip vortex core at I/4
chord of aft rotor normalized by blade tip speed.
VSDVO/U - Streamwise velocity defect of tip vortex core at the
trailing edge of forward rotor tip normalized by
blade tip speed.
d. Velocity Profile Parameters
ALPHA Flow angle of the velocity vector relative to aft rotor to
the axial flow direction, degrees
- Index for tangential profile
- Tangential distance from wake centerline divided by blade
spacing
THETA - Angular location relative to the wake centerline, degrees
lOl
VN
VS
VT
VPN
VPS
VPT
WS
w_r
Normal (upwash) velocity relative to aft rotor divided by
forward rotor wheel speed
Streamwise velocity relative to aft rotor divided by for-
ward rotor wheel speed
Total (vector sumof VNand VS) velocity relative to aft
rotor divided by forward rotor wheel speed
Normal (upwash)perturbation velocity from the free stream
relative to aft rotor divided by forward rotor wheel speed.
Fourier coefficients are evaluated for this profile.
Streamwise perturbation velocity from the free stream
relative to aft rotor divided by forward rotor wheel
speed.
Total (vector sumof VPNand VPS) perturbation velocity
relative to aft rotor divided by forward rotor wheel
speed
Normal velocity relative to forward rotor divided by for-
ward rotor wheel speed
Streamwise velocity relative to forward rotor divided by
forward rotor wheel speed
Total (vector sumof WNand WS)velocity relative to
forward rotor divided by forward rotor wheel speed
e. Gust Spectral Parameters
AERO PHASE LAG - Phase lag relative to tip streamline, degrees
2*CMOD - 2X amplitude of complex Fourier coefficient of upwash
perturbation velocity divided by wheel speed (factor of 2
to take into account both positive and negative gust
harmonic ntunbers)
20_LOG - dB level of the (2*CMOD) of upwash perturbation
(2XCMOD) velocity, VREF, defined by:
20 log (2*CMOD*WHEEL SPEED/VREF)
NH - Gust harmonic number
PHASE - Phase of the complex Fourier coefficient of upwash pertur-
bation velocity, radian
[O2
D. A Sample Input/Output Case
A sample input/output case enclosed in this section pertains to F7-A7
blade geometry at 80% design rpm in a 9x8 configuration at a flight Hach
number of 0.25 (Test Point 3704). The axial distance between the pitch change
axes equals 0.2408*tip diameter of forward rotor. The spanwise variation is
prescribed in terms of geometric and aerodynamic data at ten streamlines.
The input is prescribed in terms of two data files, one for forward rotor
and another one for aft rotor.
].03
T F7"_,704V. DAT
$ i NF'U l"
NCASE=2
D T=2. U5 HIR=O. 428 NB=q
SHF'=2L_5. o EPM-6 / _. DELBP=-18. 529
VU=284.74 TAMB=48.65 P_gMB= 14. 7 NF'=L
,_PCA=.24<_8 BETA.S4=41.8
M Z ," Z =
t. .979 .9576 .9144 .8221 .7184 .594 .5189 .4762 .42-79
Z MC =
.(.>5978 "_L'5538 .!.'5U12 .L_4047 .01881 --.O01U6 --.C_1271 --.01U86
-. !:_0@74 . i._UOQ2
Y M C =
.06248 .056H9 .04q70 .C_3770 .<_1654 .00035 --.!)U568 --.00341
-.0'7035 .00"248
C_IORD=
<'327 ,:75_ I _703 (_88 I<_58 [2,,I_ 1278 1278 ["'_ l 126
• l ...... ° . ° ... . . l _/ °
f ?tl ]13=
_4 ._)25 ,U218 ._'-2 .UJ_Z .U2c?9 .U4_2 .U64 .USU5 . 1C_25
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4::. 4 46.2 48 5_).2 55._3 58. 3 _J4.8 6U.? 7u. 4 71_. 7
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[SHAF'E=2, E_E'FAH=U.'.t, NWHM=I_)
VF:EF=IO.O. NSTEF'=IO1. IRW=I, [WAKE=2
IPRND'J=O, SCD=I_-_._It5 WTIV=U.O
[TF:'"/T:_=I [HBVTX=O SBIN=.5 U. FAU=[C).U C[=I,O T',/T]:=2.1)
Input File for the Forward Rotor
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$ [hlPUT
HCASE=2
D F=2.00 HTR=O. 4 i59 FIB=8
!SHF'=208.3 RF'M=6718 DELBP=- 17• 428
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I',IZ' Z=
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LU _ U. <;'
Inout File for the Aft Rotor
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